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The Limits of
Adversarial Ethics

CARRIE MENKEL-MEADOW

Imagine a world in which you have a problem. You know you need help so you look
for an advocate and a counselor. If the problem involves law, you may pay generously
for this “special purpose” friend. And this friend will typically respond by viewing
others involved as potential adversaries.

Welcome, you have entered the world of adversarial lawyering. Here, a special
friend will be able to do a great deal on your behalf, including some things that you
probably wouldn’t want or wouldn’t be able to do for yourself if you were acting
alone. This assistance may very well be appropriate when you have a clear conflict of
values with other parties, when state intervention is essential to resolve a dispute,
when you are defending yourself against criminal charges, and when you can readily
afford an adversarial battle. But for many other modern transactions, disputes, and
social problems, such an approach may not be the best way to accomplish your goals.
It may be particularly inappropriate if your problem involves multiple parties, multi-
ple issues, and multiple remedial possibilities.

This essay explores limitations in our adversary legal system and the ethics of
advocacy it implies. After examining the attributes of the current system, my analysis
suggests that our “culture of adversarialism” has distorted how we think about solv-
ing human problems at both societal and individual levels; and that the legal ethics
derived from this model are often outmoded, inconsistent, inefficient, and unjust.
Most of what passes for legal ethics (a phrase considered oxymoronic by some) rests
on the assumption that an adversary system is self-evidently preferable to other pos-
sible ways of organizing a legal system. Adversarial processes are often presented as
the best way to learn the truth and to protect the legal rights and liberties of dis-
putants. The preference for an adversary system over more inquisitorial, bureau-
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two interpretations? Such oppositional frames may restrict judicial decision making
in ways that can be as problematic as premature evaluation. Our willingness to per-
mit partial concurrences and dissents, and our reliance on doctrines like compara-
tive negligence implicitly recognize that legal disputes may have more than two sides
and need more than either/or solutions. Oppositional frameworks limit the vision of
parties as well as judges. Assigning individuals narrowly defined adversarial roles
may restrict what parties can hear about and from each other as well as how they
conceive of remedies (blameworthy/innocent; winner/loser).

The limited remedial imagination of adversarial processes, which focus on com-
pensatory and backward-looking solutions, may prolong, without resolving, painful
past disputes.43 Even where adversarial processes are most justified, where crucial in-
dividual “rights” are at issue, the win/lose solutions may not deliver justice. Some
rights, while conflicting, may be equally valuable (e.g., two parents’ custodial rights
of a child, protection of “free” speech and protection from hurtful “hate” speech). Al-
ternatively, the “right” resolution as a matter of legal doctrine may not be “right” as a
matter of social justice.44 Lower court decisions that adhered to the “separate but
equal” holding of Plessy v. Ferguson are obvious cases in point.45 So, too, enforcement
of a generally defensible legal rule may work an injustice in a particular case. That is
why parties sometimes prefer mediation or other ADR systems that can consider
nonlegal factors in dealing with their disputes.

For many modern legal problems, adversarial, dualistic legal structures cannot
take account of the complexity of multiparty, multiissue controversies with broad
social consequences. Consider matters such as labor-management disputes, environ-
mental siting, billion-dollar mass torts, international trade agreements, corporate re-
organization, or municipal budgeting processes. Such matters involve a matrix of
possible parties, interests, issues, and responses. A crucial question for legal policy
and legal ethics is how to adapt current institutions to meet these complex challenges
of contemporary dispute resolution.

Toward an Ethic of Problem-Solving Lawyering

Our profession is in a state of transition. As we consider how to structure effective
problem-solving processes, we could draw insights from other professional ap-
proaches with different values and different intellectual paradigms. These ap-
proaches have influenced processes lumped together as “alternative dispute resolu-
tion”: for example, mediation, arbitration, minitrials, summary judge or jury trials,
early neutral evaluation, med-arb, or other hybrid forms.46 Experts refer to choices
about these systems as “Appropriate Dispute Resolution.” A crucial function for
lawyers is to determine what kind of process is most likely to be effective for a par-
ticular legal matter.47

Beyond ADR, however, are innovative approaches and orientations toward
problem solving that represent a profound change in culture, and that require a new
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“ethics” to match. These approaches focus on outcomes such as party satisfaction,
problem solving, collaboration, and sharing, rather than simply as restitution, com-
pensation, or punishment.48 The goal is to promote self-reliance and empowerment,
instead of dependence on professionals. Lawyers in these situations need ethical
principles that reflect more than adversarial expectations and values.

The relationship between adversarial and ADR processes remains in dynamic
and ongoing tension. Thus far, adversarial practices seem to have influenced ADR
processes more than the other way around. Participants talk about “winning at me-
diation” or “mediation advocacy,” and warn that “I am filing an ADR against you.”49

Such references reflect the application of win/lose, zero-sum strategies to processes
that aim at joint gain and mutual problem solving. Similar tensions arise from the
role of relatively rigid legal standards in processes seeking flexible, participatory so-
lutions. For example, consensus-building approaches in environmental and land-use
disputes must still yield results that satisfy zoning requirements or administrative
agency regulations. Accommodating these competing needs remains a dialectic chal-
lenge of accountability and legitimacy.50

These new problem-solving approaches take a variety of forms but share some
common elements. Examples include facilitative mediation, consensus building, dia-
logues, public forums, partnering, study circles, strategic planning, ombudsing, and
negotiated rule-making (reg-neg).51 Such approaches assume that parties have dif-
ferent, often opposing, positions, but also that they are likely to share some common
ground, or at least complementary views from which solutions may emerge. Rather
than focusing on differences and contentions, they begin with commonalities.
Rather than cultivating “toughness,” participants value creativity, patience, persist-
ence, flexibility, and resilience.52 They recognize that some solutions must be provi-
sional and dynamic, based on changes in information, interests, resources, and party
alignments. The outcomes are not simply winning and losing but points in a con-
tinuum of best case, slightly better case, middle case, or slightly worse case.53 A mul-
tidimensional matrix, rather than a two-sided courtroom contest, structures the
alignment of parties and information. As a consequence, participants may develop
different configurations or formats than opening/closing, direct/cross-examination,
plaintiff/defendant.

Third-party neutrals in such settings seldom “decide” the case or “find” the facts.
Rather, these neutrals give form and coherence to the process, monitor participant
behaviors, and enforce procedures that participants have jointly chosen. These facili-
tators are usually trained to help probe for parties’ underlying needs and interests,
and not simply accept their stated positions.

This is not the place to describe these processes in depth, but a few examples
might help to illustrate the variety of different goals that such processes might serve
and the different ethical structures that they require. On contested legal and public
policy issues such as abortion and affirmative action, various groups have sponsored
“dialogues” and “public conversations” that bring together those who hold opposing
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views. Goals vary from reducing the violence at abortion clinics or developing public
policy to understanding the effects of affirmative action in different social environ-
ments. Participants agree to rules of conversation that permit them to speak from
personal experience and expose their own assumptions while asking each other to
address “the grey areas in your own thinking.”54 Imagine an advocate acknowledging
some uncertainty in his position! In some communities, participants have gone on
to form action groups to prevent violence and lobby for new regulations, while in
other communities, such groups continue as verbal sounding boards to diffuse an-
tagonisms before they fester.

In other settings, conflict is recognized as natural and productive and is har-
nessed to alternative forms of civic problem solving. Public mediation or study 
circles have been used to rebuild democracy in contexts involving cases of failed
municipal governments, community financial crises, and block-grant funding allo-
cations. Such processes are highly participatory and often contentious; they allow ex-
pressions from a wide variety of interest groups (not just two) who, in dealing with
each other face to face, can explore the factual issues and remedial possibilities in-
volved.55 Such groups may ultimately rely on conventional techniques such as voting
or consensus building but they may get to the end point in different ways. These
processes seek to avoid the acrimony of lawsuits challenging governmental action.

“Partnering” is a preventative approach first used by federal and military con-
struction contractors (not those commonly associated with “touchy-feely” meth-
ods). It brings together participants in a project before it begins, in order to trouble-
shoot potentially difficult issues and personalities. The goal is to develop guidelines
and procedures for resolving problems that may arise during the project and avoid
later time-consuming litigation or formal grievances.56

Environmental disputes have utilized a wide variety of consensus-building
processes to deal with the clean-up of toxic or polluted sites, or the new location of
developments and waste dumps often labeled NIMBYs (Not in My Backyard). Such
disputes often involve multiple parties with different levels of knowledge and re-
sources, and multiple issues involving competing long-term and short-term consid-
erations. In this area, ongoing participation, monitoring, and adaptation are neces-
sary. A single yes/no court decision will seldom resolve the problem, especially in
geographic areas where the parties have ongoing relationships.57

Some judges have begun to adapt these techniques to modify adversarial
processes. “Integrated” court systems now deal with all family issues such as custody,
abuse, neglect, support, delinquency, violence, drugs, and “vice.” These systems em-
ploy a variety of remedial options, including prevention and treatment as well as
sanctions and resolution of contested issues. At least one state supreme court justice
proudly, and not defensively, calls these “creative social problem solving courts.” She
is less interested in distinguishing the formal legal aspects of the courts from the 
“social-work” and “treatment” aspects of their work.58

State courts that have established “future commissions,” often have envisioned
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not only conventional, adversarial dispute-resolution services, but also procedures
that allow the judicial system “to solve problems, rather than merely processing the
cases that come before it.”59 Many of these commissions have drawn from disciplines
other than law, and from public members who are consumers of law. One lesson
emerging from this analysis is that legal solutions are sometimes necessary to define
and legitimate rules, but are inadequate to provide innovative answers and broad
participation to many social and legal problems. Legal processes that can evaluate
and judge post-hoc may not be effective for more creative experimentation at the
programmatic level.

Some commentators now speak of “broad” (preventative, policy-oriented, many
issued, multiplex, multipartied) ADR or “narrow” ADR, focused on resolving one
issue or one case.60 To the extent that lawyers participate in both kinds of processes
(and if they don’t, they will lose this work to others), new behaviors and ethics will
have to develop.61 Many professionals, including myself, are currently engaged in
drafting best practices and rule formulations for the different activities that ADR re-
quires in areas such as conflicts of interest, confidentiality, neutrality, fees, counsel-
ing, legal advice, self-determination, and impartiality, both for lawyers who serve as
third-party neutrals, and those who serve as representatives or “advocates” within an
ADR process.62 However, the real issue is whether lawyers with adversarial mindsets
and adversarial ethics can really learn to “shift paradigms” and change cultural as-
sumptions and behaviors.

Proposals have emerged for different kinds of lawyers—“collaborative” lawyers
who will work under assumptions of good faith, fair dealing, and full disclosure of
relevant facts—to solve the problem. Under some approaches, if settlement fails, a
new lawyer takes over and changes the character of the dispute.63 Other proposals
involve reforming ethical rules, revisiting the question of whether lawyers should be
more candid in negotiations or other out-of-court contexts. Some commentators
suggest that with increased use of mediation and problem-solving techniques, both
in court-mandated programs and in private, voluntary settings, the practice of law
will become less adversarial. 64 Others fear, as do I, that increased use of lawyers
within mediational processes will do just the opposite—make problem-solving
processes more adversarial.65

Yet a less adversarial mindset or “problem-solving” orientation to legal issues
might inspire a new ethical orientation for all lawyers. Just as William Simon sug-
gests a “contextual approach to legal ethics” with justice as his reference point, I sug-
gest that a “problem-solving” approach to legal ethics might also usefully direct us to
some different mileposts.66 If lawyers were to see their social and legal role less 
as “zealously representing” clients’ interests and more as solving clients’—as well as
society’s—problems, what legal ethics would follow? Lawyers might have to learn
different skills beyond research, argumentation, analysis, and persuasion.67 They
would have to learn to think about “the other side” in a different way—as a “joint
venturer” as well as an opposing challenger. They would have to learn to “facilitate”
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and “synthesize,” as well as analyze and criticize. Lawyers would learn to listen better
and pronounce less. Perhaps with difficulty, lawyers would have to learn creativity, to
“think out of the box,” a somewhat countercultural approach to looking for the “best
precedent.”68

When recently asked what I would suggest as the “ten most important things to
add to the existing ethical codes” to encourage more mediational, less adversarial,
approaches to lawyering, I suggested the following examples:

1. Lawyers should have an obligation to consider and inform the client about all the
possible methods of resolving a dispute, planning a transaction, or participating in
legislative, administrative, or other processes that might best address the client’s
needs. Lawyers should educate themselves and their clients about all available op-
tions for handling the client’s matter.

2. Lawyers should promptly communicate all proposals to resolve disputes by any
process suggested by other parties, clients, or decision makers.

3. Lawyers should consider and promptly communicate all substantive proposals for
dispute resolution or transactional agreements to their clients, including both legally
based remedies and resolution and those which address other needs or interests.
Lawyers should assist a client to consider nonlegal concerns including social, ethical,
economic, psychological, and moral implications.

4. Lawyers should not misrepresent or conceal a relevant fact or legal principle to an-
other person (including opposing counsel, parties, judicial officers, third-party neu-
trals, or other individuals who might rely on such statements).

5. Lawyers should not intentionally or recklessly deceive another or refuse to answer
material and relevant questions in representing clients.

6. Lawyers should not agree to a resolution of a problem or participate in a transaction
that they have reason to know will cause substantial injustice to the opposing party.
In essence, a lawyer should do no harm.

7. Lawyers serving as third-party neutrals should decline to approve or otherwise sanc-
tion an agreement achieved by parties that the lawyer has reason to believe would
cause substantial injustice to the opposing party and/or another person.

8. Lawyers serving as third-party neutrals (such as arbitrators or mediators) should
disclose all reasons that the parties might consider relevant in determining if the
neutrals have any bias, prejudice, or basis for not acting fairly and without proper
interest in a matter.

9. Lawyers serving as representatives of clients or as third-party neutrals should fully
explain to their clients any and all processes and procedures used to facilitate solu-
tions, make claims, or plan transactions.

10. Lawyers should treat all parties to a legal matter as they would wish to be treated
themselves and should consider the effects of what they accomplish for their clients
or others. In essence, lawyers should respect a lawyer’s golden rule.69

I have no expectation that such “golden rules” of lawyer behavior would ever be
adopted by any regulatory or bar disciplinary body.70 Nor do I assume that we can
mandate by ethical rules a change in lawyers’ mindset to be a creative problem solver
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or facilitator, rather than a “warrior,” neutral partisan, or “gladiator.” I know that a
myriad of other, substantial issues and objections can be raised about the role of
lawyer as “problem solver.” Under such a role definition, what happens to rights and
legality? Is law to be completely lost in a utilitarian calculus of party satisfaction and
external effects? And, as has so often been argued in the debates about ADR, what
constitutes justice and by whom should it be measured?71 Does a problem-solving,
joint-gain approach to legal matters assume a model of communitarian justice and
social responsibility that conflicts with basic American legal, economic, and cultural
commitments to individual rights?

Yet for many of us, it is time to question some of the well-worn aspects of our
profession. We became lawyers in order to leave the world in a better state than we
found it, to right individual, as well as systematic, wrongs, and to “assist in improving
the legal system.”72 To that end, we need not junk the adversary system. Let that sys-
tem do its work when we need a contest to find facts, declare legal rights and respon-
sibilities, and clarify values. But to the extent that the adversary system and the ethics
it inspires has caused us to lose the confidence of our own clients and the better parts
of ourselves, we must open up our profession to a greater diversity of approaches. We
need better ways of doing justice in the many different forms in which justice is ex-
perienced by participants in legal processes. We need an ethics of practice that would
seek to solve problems, rather than to “beat the other side” by tenaciously advocating
one single “truth.” That ethical system would, in turn, require a different orientation
to both the parties and the substance of legal problems. Winning would not be
everything. Nor would “how you play the game.”73 What would matter is whether
more people would be better off with the intervention of a “solution-seeking” lawyer
than with a partisan gladiator, or with no intervention at all.
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stantive justice in dispute resolution activity. See Proposed Rules 4.2 and 4.3, Kutak Commis-
sion on Model Rules of Professional Responsibility, Discussion Draft (1980). Finally, my aspi-
rational standards explicitly focus on the roles of lawyers as third party neutrals (standards 7,
8, 10) and as representatives in ADR-like settings (standards 9 and 10) which are not currently
addressed in the rules at all. See Carrie Menkel-Meadow, “The Silences of the Restatement of
the Law Governing Lawyers: Lawyering as Only Adversary Practice,” 10 Geo. J. Legal Ethics 631
(1997) and “Ethics and Professionalism in Non-Adversarial Lawyering,” 27 Fla. St. L. Rev., 153.
(1999).

71. Another way to put this in recent language is, who should decide what dispute reso-
lution is “appropriate”?

72. See Canon 8 of the Code of Professional Responsibility.

73. For an elegant argument that even games with rules may not be morally justified see

Applbaum, Ethics for Adversaries, 113–35.
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